
The lilitab tablet kiosk system 
will change the way you think 
about tablet kiosks.

Lots of options

Say goodbye to those dusty, barely used kiosks left in the corner and say hello to our 
sleek, multi-function tablet kiosk system that will move your business forward with its 
many innovative features. The lilitab kiosk offers maximum interaction and versatility for  
all levels of business. They’re sure to make a statement no matter how you use them.

With lilitab SmartDOCK, staff can undock 
the tablet by entering their PIN on-screen 
or flashing a QR-coded badge at the 
tablet’s camera. When finished, simply 
replace the tablet onto the dock, where it 
automatically locks in place and begins 
charging and closes out the audit trail.

Tablet Friendly. Lilitab is able to support most 10” tablets on the market, including all Apple, 
Microsoft Surface, Samsung and more.  And no matter what new tablets are introduced into 
the market, lilitab is ready and equipped for change and upgrade.

Maximum versatility. The Lilitab Kiosk System offers three tablet attachment options including 
Smart, Pro and Basic. Aside from Basic, which has a fixed neck and no tilt, both Smart and Pro 
provide easy tablet undocking and tilting abilities +/- 22.5.° For more detail, see below.

Tap the true power of the tablet

SMART

With a turn of the MagKEY, the lilitab  
MagDock easily detaches the head unit 
for assisted selling, maintenance or 
access to the tablet. The pass through 
power automatically charges the tablet 
when docked.

Lilitab KMS connects tablets to a cloud-
based server for secure monitoring, 
reporting, and sharing between staff. It 
works alongside your MDM to provide 
rich business insights into how your 
tablets are being used, in realtime. All 
tablets can be monitored & administered 
from any browser. Lilitab KMS works 
particularly well in combination with our 
SmartDOCK product, enabling system 
monitoring all the way to the power outlet.



Customize your lilitab

It’s all in the details

Questions?

Face options. Choose from our many faceplate configurations that expose the 
home button and front facing camera in any combination.

Optional secure card reader. Choose from our own liliSwipe, an iPad 30 lightning 
pin encrypting and tokenizing reader or an EMV/ Dip reader

Mega expandable. Expansion ports allow you to easily add custom integrations 
of third party electronics such as Rfid readers etc.

Brand it your way. It’s easy to brand your lilitab and clearly communicate your 
message with our branding accessories. They include silk-screen faceplates, 
backdrop graphics and banner mounts.

Dress it up. Take your lilitab to another level with add-on accessories that 
include a keyboard mount,merchandising rack, brochure pocket and ID Scanner.

Radio transparent. With no metal in the lilitab Head Unit, it won’t  
interfere with your tablet’s various signals (WiFi, 4G, and Bluetooth),  
ensuring that you get maximum range and data throughput.

Multiple mounting options. The Lilitab Kiosk System consists of various mount 
options, including bolt-down floor or free-standing floor with optional base plate, 
counter, surface, picture and wall.

Tamperproof. All cables are concealed inside the lilitab head unit and mount, 
leaving nothing visible for tampering.

Tablet safe. Silicone pads inside the lilitab Head Unit cradle your tablet against 
bumps and knocks. This ensures your tablet is safe from damage if dropped.

Rock solid and anti-theft. The lilitab Head Unit is manufactured from ABS, one of 
the strongest plastics available. This together with our patented perimeter 
latching system ensures your tablet is safe inside. The mount is manufactured 
from powder-coated steel that is nearly impervious to chips and scratches. At the 
rear of its base, the lilitab Floor has a solid steel lock-point, so you can secure it 
with a Kensington lock. For a more permanent installation on all models, the pole 
mount can be bolted to a surface through mount points inside the tubular base, 
leaving nothing visible or accessible.

We want to help. Send us an email to info@lilitab.com or call 888.705.0190.  
You may also visit us online at www.lilitab.com for more detailed tablet  
kiosk information and pricing.
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